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Surf Fitness Coach

How does the Surf Performance Checklist work?

Each day run down the checklist to identify your area(s) 
of priority. This will be your focus for that day.

I provide several examples for each area for you.

The 5 segments of The Surf Performance Checklist 
correspond to areas in our Surf Strong Circle of Fit This 
system is what we use with clients to design and build 
their Surf Strong Fit Custom Programs.

Our Surf Strong Circle of Fit is key to our 
clients: “Staying Strong in the Ocean Till 
Their Last Breath”

(Work with me directly. Click to schedule a time to connect)

surfstrongfit.com @surfstrongfit

The 5 Areas of The Surf Strong Circle of 
Fit are: Alignment > Breath > Mobility > 
Stability > Strength

http://surfstrongfit.com
https://surfstrongfit.as.me/call


Breath - Focus on Nasal inhalation (In through 
the nose) and unforced exhale. Deep 
diaphragmatic (Belly) breathing

Mobility -  The ability to control movement 
through a range of motion

Stability - The ability to maintain control of joint 
movement or position by coordinating actions of 
surrounding tissues and the neuromuscular 
system 

Strength - The ability to carry out work against a 
resistance. Strength is the maximal force you can 
apply against a load

Alignment - Everything begins and ends here. 
Correct body alignment is the optimum position of 
the human skeletal structure in which the body is 
perfectly balanced

SURFSTRONGFIT.COM/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD 
For examples from each area

Surf Performance Checklist

http://SURFSTRONGFIT.COM/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD#examples
http://SURFSTRONGFIT.com/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD#alignment
http://SURFSTRONGFIT/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD#mobility
http://SURFSTRONGFIT/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD#stability
http://SURFSTRONGFIT.com/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD#breath
http://SURFSTRONGFIT/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD#strength


Each day ask yourself this question:

Right now what area(s) of the Circle of Fit 
most needs my attention? 
All examples mentioned below can be found HERE

➡ Hamstrings feel a bit tight? Priority is 
Alignment

✓Complete The Hamstring Heaven 
Program

➡ Feeling a bit distracted or stressed?: Priority 
is Breath

✓Use the Perfect Breath Protocol to be 
present, improve focus, and recovery  

➡ Didn’t make a drop or two on your last surf?: 
Work on a Stability program that has balance 
as a focus   

You get the idea. Move through the segments of the 
Surf Strong Circle of Fit. Once you’ve determined the 
priority choose movements and exercises to improve 
that segment. 

Begin again every day.

https://surfstrongfit.com/circle-of-fit/download#examples
https://surfstrongfit.com/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD/#alignment
https://surfstrongfit.com/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD/#breath
https://surfstrongfit.com/CIRCLE-OF-FIT/DOWNLOAD/#stability


Greg Finch 
Surf Fitness Coachsurf@surfstrongfit.com

Want To Know The Secret To 
Your Peak Surf Performance? 
  
To A Healthy Fit Life In General? 

It’s not more information or even awesome 
tools like this one.  

It’s Support, Connection, and Guidance to 
Complete:  

- Foundational Movement   
- Done Well 
- Consistently 

Get the Support you need for your 
BEST SURF PERFORMANCE
Schedule A Time To Connect

https://surfstrongfit.as.me/call
mailto:surf@surfstrongfit.com
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